
Year 3 News 29 November 

Dear Everybody, 

We have had an exciting time in Year 3 this week with the visit from Ian and his Stone 

Age workshop last Wednesday! He showed is artefacts which included part of a woolly 

mammoth tooth… It was huge and gave us some idea of how big a woolly mammoth 

would have been. We also saw how flint knapping works and that it’s quite a skill to chip 

away to make a sharp edge on a piece of stone.  There were also quizzes, fact finding 

games and one of our favourites was a hunting game where we had to aim a spear (soft 

javelin) at a target. All the teachers were so proud of everybody for their enthusiasm, 

listening skills and brilliant behaviour. Well done and what a great day!  

In maths this week we have been learning how to multiply 2 and 3 digit numbers by 10 

as well as solving ‘problems of the day,’ times tables and mental maths. 

In literacy we had a fun lesson when we added in a new character to the story of the 

Three Little Pigs. Some of the new characters were ones we knew about such as the Ice 

Queen, Goldilocks and the Gingerbread Man. Others were completely new and invented 

by creative imaginations! 

In science this week we have started to learn about Forces and Magnets. In RE, we have 

carried on learning about what Christians believe help them live a good life by learning 

about the Bible, prayer and the ‘Lord’s Prayer.’ 

PAL 

PAL this week is on Purplemash. There are ‘2Do’s’ set to follow on from work in class 

about magnetism in science and the ‘Monster Multiplication’ times tables app. 

Christmas Fair: Next Wednesday it’s the Christmas Fair. The children have worked so 

hard and have made some very lovely crafts for Christmas. They will be for sale for £5 

for all the items they have made. Should you not be able to come to the fair and you wish 

to buy the crafts your child has made, then please send in £5 and we will put them in a 

carrier and send them home. Thank you. 

Have a great weekend. 

All the Year 3 Teachers  


